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Abstract 

In current study, the reconfigurab le opt ical  

code-div ision mult iple -access (OCDMA) 

scheme is implemented that the chaos sequence 

is created  non-linear time-variant sequence as  

secret key and  then t rigger tunable wavelength  

filter array as random wavelength allocation. In  

the encryption, the distribution o f light carrier 

is designed and implemented by using tunable 

wavelength filter array triggered chaot ic se-

quence. In  add ition, the arrayed  waveguide 

grating (AW G) router is rewritten with maxi-

mal length code (M-sequence) to act  as  encoder.  

In the decryption, symmetric scheme and ba l-

anced photo-detector is presented and recon-

figurable  mechanis m is fo llowed  the encryption  

synchronously either public o r p rivate channel. 

Hence, the multip le access interference (MAI) 

is cancelled completely while chaotic  sequence 

is varied synchronously in trans mitter and re-

ceiver. Compared  to p revious reconfigurab le  

scheme by t riggered reg ister and switches after 

AWG router, the simulat ion results show that 

the secret key number of proposed cryptog-

raphy is significantly  increased to avoid  

eavesdropping attack in physical layer. 
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1. Introduction 

The optical code-div ision multip le -access 

(OCDMA) techn ique has attracted  considera-

ble attention for the  applicat ion in  local-area 

networks because it p rovides a burst and  

asynchronous mult iple-access environment in  

both the time and the spectral domains  [1-6]. 

The reconfigurable  scheme was p resented 

with triggering register and switches config -

ured beh ind AW G router in  prev ious work [7]. 

However, the t riggering  varies of reg ister was  

limited by  M-sequence code pattern result ing in  

few reconfigurab le state. The proposed cryp-

tography is significantly  increased while the 

tunable wavelength filter array  is configured in  

front of coded AWG router. 

The proposed encryption/decryption is  

presented with tunable wavelength filter array  

triggered chaotic sequence in section 2. Sect ion  

3 evaluates the secret key number o f proposed 

cryptography to avo id eavesdropper’s  attacking  

in physical layer. Finally, we provide some 

concluding remarks and future works. 

2. The Proposed Cryptography Con-

figured with Random Wavelength 

Distribution 

As shown in Fig. 1, the reconfigurable 

OCDMA-based encryption is  designed that the 

chaos sequence is created non-linear 

time-variant sequence as secret key and then 

trigger tunable wavelength filter array as random 

wavelength allocation of broadband light source. 

The FBG is generally used to play wavelength 

filter role. In  current study, the tunable wave-

length filter array is triggered with chaotic s e-

quence. Broadband light source is designed to 

depend on many varies of tunable wavelength 

filter array.  
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In  the decrypt ion end shown in  Fig . 2,  

symmetric scheme and balanced pho-

to-detecto r is presented and reconfigurable  

mechanis m is fo llowed  the encrypt ion  syn-

chronously either pub lic or private channel. 

Hence, the mult ip le access interference (MAI) 

is cancelled  completely  while the tunable 

wavelength filter array is trigged by the same 

random parameter and  in it ial value of chaotic 

sequence chaot ic  sequence synchronously  in  

receiver end. 

 

Fig. 1 The proposed encryption with tunable 

wavelength filter array 

 

Fig. 2 The proposed decryption with tunable 

wavelength filter array 

3. The Secret Key Evaluation of 

Proposed Cryptography 

By select ing random parameter and in it ial  

value o f chaot ic sequence as the secret  key to  

trigger tunable wavelength filter array, many of 

random wavelength allocat ions is obtained  

resulting from tunable wavelength filter d is-

tribut ion and then the proposed cryptography is  

implemented and characterized with the re-

configurab le and  flexib le wavelength hopping  

to avoid the tracking easily by eavesdropping. 

Here, the d istributed pattern  L of broadband  

light source  can  be possibly  assigned and ob-

tained by  probab ility  funct ion o f statistics in  Eq.  

(1). 

N/M

N N M N 2M M
L

M M M M

N!
    =
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(1) 

where M donates the code length of 

M-sequence code and provide the usage of M 

authorized users. N denotes the maximum 

chipped wavelength number of broadband  

light source. 

 
Fig. 3 The number of secret key for different 

code length 

Compared to p revious reconfigurable  

scheme by triggered register and s witches be-

hind AW G router, the simulat ion results show 

that the secret key number of proposed cryp-

tography is sign ificant ly increased shown in  

Fig . 3. For 63 authorized users’ considerat ion, 

the increasing performance  of p roposed scheme 

is more 10E+36 times than previous scheme 

[7]. 

Fig . 3 The evaluation  and comparison of the 

total number of secret key with the proposed 

wavelength filter array and previous scheme 

[7]. 
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4. Conclusions 

Since the OCDMA scheme is characterized  

with h igher bandwidth and confidentiality, this  

have much attractive for many researches to 

enhance the security by increasing the secret key 

(i.e., code family) of authorized users.  

The reconfigurable cryptography applied the 

chaos sequence to create non-linear t ime-variant  

sequence as secret key and trigger tunable 

wavelength filter array as random wavelength 

allocation. In addit ion, the AW G router is re-

written with maximal length code (M-sequence) 

to act as encoder. Hence, the more random 

wavelength allocations is obtained resulting 

from tunable wavelength filter distribution and 

implement the reconfigurable and flexib le 

wavelength hopping to avoid the tracking easily  

by eavesdropping.  

Compared to previous reconfigurable 

scheme by triggered register and switches be-

hind AWG router, the simulation results show 

that the secret key number of proposed cryp-

tography is significantly increased to avoid 

eavesdropper’s attacking in physical layer. For 

63 authorized users’ consideration, the increas-

ing performance of proposed scheme is more 

10E+36 times than previous scheme [7]. Hence, 

the degree of confidentiality for proposed cryp-

tography will be evaluated and verified secure 

enhancement of the OCDMA scheme in  future 

works. 
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